
Teacher CPD session 
 
First Access - progression and engagement through an aural approach  
 
Pick up a pTrumpet and learn to play tunes quickly through this dynamic approach to 
First Access. Take part in a quick-fire WCET beginners’ session: how to make a 
sound, learn techniques in a fun way and learn three weeks’ worth of music in one 
session.   
 
Using her book of repertoire, ‘Are You Ready?’, published by Warwick Music, Kay 
will take you through a session that includes differentiated activities through all-
inclusive tunes with backing tracks. The songs are taught by ear and include lyrics 
and actions. 
 

Learning Objectives 
• Tips for progression and engagement in First Access lessons 
• Feel what it’s like to be a beginner again! 
• Repertoire for WCET lessons 
• Learing by ear - an aural approach 

 

Session in more detail 
 
1) Intro 
Participants will each be given a pTrumpet and will take part in a quick-fire WCET 
beginner’s session: how to make a sound, learn techniques in a fun way and learn 
three weeks’ worth of music in one session.   
 
2) Main Presentation 
Kay Charlton has written a book of progressive repertoire for WCET (Are You Ready 
- Warwick Music) which is based on her MA action-research project at Trinity Laban. 
In this session she will present her pedagogical research with real-life practice. The 
repertoire is tried and tested on year 4 trumpet pupils and has resulted in a year-on-
year increase in continuation after the WCET year at her primary school in SE 
London. Kay will share aspects of her research and give a practical session using 
repertoire from the book. Subjects and activities will include playing in different 
genres, copy-backs and improvisation. Differentiated activities will enable 
participants to feel involved even if making a sound on the trumpet proves to be 
challenging! 
 
3) End 
By the end of the session participants will have a working knowledge of the trumpet 
and feel able to play tunes using 2-3 notes. They will have experienced music from a 
range of genres and seen how this aural approach can make WCET fun and 
inspiring. 
 
 
 


